seriesOne Acquires Dynamo Development
to Accelerate its Global Expansion
Efforts and Bring Software Development
In-House
NEW YORK, N.Y., March 13, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — seriesOne Inc., a
leading global digital security fundraising platform led by leaders with over
20 years of traditional investment banking, venture capital and technology
experience, today announced its acquisition of Dynamo Development, a custom
software development company with a mature engineering team based in the
Ukraine. The acquisition enables seriesOne to expand and strengthen its inhouse technology development capabilities, to accelerate the delivery of
solutions for issuers and react to market demands with the support of an
additional 40 engineers.

Dmitry Grinberg, former CEO of Dynamo Development, will oversee the in-house
technology division in his new role as the Global Head of Technology for
seriesOne.
“For the past five years, Dynamo Development has been a trusted, strategic

development partner who has enhanced both seriesOne’s offerings and our
capability in the digital security fundraising space,” said Michael
Mildenberger, CEO of seriesOne. “Now is an opportune time to bring our
development team in-house as we expand our solutions to issuers and investors
in Europe and Asia, and provide them with a growing list of products and
services.”
“seriesOne was among our most important customers and the opportunity to join
them as they expand in the digital security space is significant to our
team,” said Grinberg. “We have developed specific fintech expertise through a
long association with clients such as seriesOne and other financial clients
such as Prime Trust and Citibank. We’re looking forward to continuing to
contribute to the growth of seriesOne.”
To learn more about seriesOne, please visit: https://seriesone.com/

About seriesOne:
seriesOne is a leading blockchain based FinTech company formed by industry
veterans with decades of expertise across technology, investment banking,
venture capital, and financial compliance. The firm enables digital security
offerings by providing a combination of key technology, strategic consulting,
regulatory compliance, fundraising infrastructure and access to a network of
investors worldwide. All seriesOne services are designed to comply with
applicable securities regulations, enabling companies to register, market,
and escrow their fundraising initiatives.

